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J DON’T TALK TO ME ABOUT THE WAR 

Adl Adler, David 

 

 In 1940, thirteen-year-old Tommy's routine of school, playing 

stickball in his Bronx, New York, neighborhood, talking with his 

friend Beth, and listening to Dodgers games on the radio changes as 

his mother's illness and his increasing awareness of the war in 

Europe transform his world. 

 

 

J THE BOOK OF THREE 

Ale Alexander, Lloyd 

 

 Taran, Assistant Pig-Keeper to a famous oracular sow, sets out on a 

hazardous mission to save Prydain from the forces of evil. 

 

 Series CHRONICLES OF PRYDAIN Book 1 

 

 

J HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON’S THE SNOW QUEEN 

And Lewis, Naomi - translated by 

 

 After the Snow Queen abducts her friend Kay, Gerda sets out on a 

perilous and magical journey to find him. 

 

 

J KEEPER 

App Appelt, Kathi 

 

 On the night of the blue moon when mermaids are said to gather on a 

sandbar in the Gulf of Mexico, ten-year-old Keeper sets out in a 

small boat, with her dog BD and a seagull named Captain, determined 

to find her mother, a mermaid, as Keeper has always believed, who 

left long ago to return to the sea. 

 

 

J A HOUSE CALLED AWFUL END 

Ard Ardagh, Phillip 

 

 When eleven-year-old Eddie Dickens's sickly parents become "a bit 

crinkly round the edges," he is taken in by his great-uncle and 

great-aunt, Mad Uncle Jack and Mad Aunt Maude, and embarks on 

adventures that involve strolling actors, St. Horrid's Home for 

Grateful Orphans, and a carnival float shaped like a giant cow. 

 

 

J EDDIE AND THE JETS” A NOVEL 

Att Attanas, John 

 

 When eleven-year-old Eddie Dickens's sickly parents become "a bit 

crinkly round the edges," he is taken in by his great-uncle and 

great-aunt, Mad Uncle Jack and Mad Aunt Maude, and embarks on 

adventures that involve strolling actors, St. Horrid's Home for 

Grateful Orphans, and a carnival float shaped like a giant cow. 
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J NIGHT JOURNEYS 

Avi Avi 

 

 In the spring of 1768, twelve-year-old Peter, living with his 

Quaker guardian near the Pennsylvania-New Jersey border, joins in 

the search for two runaway indentured servants. 

 

 

J RAGWEED 

Avi Avi 

 

 Ragweed, a young country mouse, leaves his family and travels to 

the big city, where he finds excitement and danger and sees cats 

for the first time. 

 

 

J THE SEARCH FOR DELICIOUS 

Bab Babbitt, Natalie 

 

 The Prime Minister is compiling a dictionary and when no one at 

court can agree on the meaning of delicious, the King sends his 

twelve-year-old messenger to poll the country. 

 

 

J THE PRINCE OF FENWAY PARK 

Bag Baggott, Julianna 

 

 The Prime Minister is compiling a dictionary and when no one at 

court can agree on the meaning of delicious, the King sends his 

twelve-year-old messenger to poll the country. 

 

 

J IRON HEARTED VIOLET 

Bar Barnhill, Kelly 

 

 Discovering a forbidden book that reveals the existence of an evil 

being imprisoned in their world, reckless and clever princess 

Violet and her best friend, Demetrius, investigate rumors and 

accept help from an ancient, scarred dragon to discern the 

creature's true story. 

 

 

J A GATHERING OF DAYS: A NOVEL 

Blo Blos, Joan W. 

 

 The journal of a fourteen-year-old girl, kept the last year she 

lived on the family farm, records daily events in her small New 

Hampshire town, her father's remarriage, and the death of her best 

friend. 
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J IF YOU’RE READING THIS, IT’S TOO LATE 

Bos Bosch, Pseudonymous 

 

 Cass and Max-Ernest discover the Museum of Magic, unscramble more 

coded messages, and solve new mysteries in their attempt to thwart 

the Terces Society's ambitions of discovering immortality. 

 

 Series THE NAME OF THIS BOOK IS SECRET Book 2 

 

 

J THIS BOOK IS NOT GOOD FOR YOU 

Bos Bosch, Pseudonymous 

 

 Cass's mom is kidnapped by the evil dessert chef, Señor Hugo, who 

requests the legendary tuning fork as ransom, leading Cass and Max-

Ernest to try finding the magical instrument in time. 

 

 Series THE NAME OF THIS BOOK IS SECRET Book 3 

 

 

J THIS ISN’T WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE 

Bos Bosch, Pseudonymous 

 

 Cass finds herself alone and disoriented in a dream-like world, 

while back at home she is in the hospital in a coma with Max-Ernest 

desperately searching for a way to awaken her. 

 

 Series THE NAME OF THIS BOOK IS SECRET Book 4 

 

 

J YOU HAVE TO STOP THIS 

Bos Bosch, Pseudonymous 

 

 When a mummy disappears from the local history museum while Cass 

and her friends Max-Ernest and Yo-Yoji are there, they try to solve 

the case in order to clear their names and, they hope, discover the 

Secret they have been seeking. 

 

 Series THE NAME OF THIS BOOK IS SECRET Book 5 

 

 

J THE SUMMER OF THE SWANS 

Bya Byars, Betsy 

 

 A teen-age girl gains new insight into herself and her family when 

her mentally retarded brother gets lost. 
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J NO PASSENGERS BEYOND THIS POINT 

Cho Choldenko, Gennifer 

 

 With their house in foreclosure, sisters India and Mouse and 

brother Finn are sent to stay with an uncle in Colorado until their 

mother can join them, but when the plane lands, the children are 

welcomed by cheering crowds to a strange place where each of them 

has a perfect house and a clock that is ticking down the time. 

 

 

J EXTRA CREDIT 

Cle Clements, Andrew 

 

 As letters flow back and forth--between the prairies of Illinois 

and the mountains of Afghanistan, across cultural and religious 

divides--sixth-grader Abby, ten-year-old Amira, and eleven-year-old 

Sadeed begin to speak and listen to each other. 

 

 

J THE WISHING SPELL 

Col Colfer, Chris 

 

 Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, twins 

Alex and Conner leave their world behind and find themselves in a 

foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face 

with the fairy tale characters they grew up reading about. 

 

Series THE LAND OF STORIES Book 1 

 

 

J THE DREADFUL REVENGE OF ERNEST GALLEN 

Col Collier, James Lincoln 

 

 When Eugene starts hearing a voice inside his head telling him to 

do awful things, it leads him to look into his small town's past 

before the Depression, and to discover long-hidden secrets about 

his neighbors and his town. 

 

 

J JUMP SHIP TO FREEDOM 

Col Collier, James Lincoln 

 

 In 1787 a fourteen-year-old slave, anxious to buy freedom for 

himself and his mother, escapes from his dishonest master and tries 

to find help in cashing the solidier's notes received by his father 

for fighting in the Revolution. 

 

 

J WAR COMES TO WILLY FREEMAN 

Col Collier, James Lincoln 

 

 A free thirteen-year-old black girl in Connecticut is caught up in 

the horror of the Revolutionary War and the danger of being 

returned to slavery when her patriot father is killed by the 

British and her mother disappears. 
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J CRAZY LADY! 

Con Conly, Jane Leslie 

 

 As he tries to come to terms with his mother's death, Vernon finds 

solace in his growing relationship with the neighborhood outcasts, 

an alcoholic and her retarded son. 

 

 

J SECRETS FROM THE SLEEPING BAG: A BLOGTASTIC NOVEL 

Coo Cooper, Rose 

 

 During four weeks of summer camp Sofia Becker writes all the 

juciest information in her notebook, so she can continue her blog 

when she returns home. 

 

 

J THE BOGGART 

Coo Cooper, Susan 

 

 Returning home to Toronto, Canada, after visiting the Scottish 

castle inherited by her family, twelve-year-old Emily finds that 

she has accidentally brought back with her a boggart, an invisible 

and mischievous spirit with a fondness for practical jokes. 

 

 

J THE BOGGART AND THE MONSTER 

Coo Cooper, Susan 

 

 Returning to their family's ancient Scottish castle, Emily and 

Jessup Volnik are delighted to see that the Boggart, a mischievous 

shape-shifting spirit who often imitates the Loch Ness monster, is 

still playing tricks on the people there. 

 

 

J CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG AND THE RACE AGAINST TIME 

Cot Cottrell-Boyce 

 

 Chitty rescues the Tooting family from a hungry T. rex and takes 

the family on a tour of early New York among other places. 

 

 Series CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG TRILOGY Book 2 

 

 

J CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG FLIES AGAIN 

Cot Cottrell-Boyce 

 

 Down on their luck, the Tooting family buys an old camper van and 

begins repairing it, but after installing an engine that once 

belonged to an extraordinary car, they are off to find other 

original parts, pursued by a sinister man who wants Chitty for 

himself. 

 

 Series CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG TRILOGY Book 1 
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J CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG OVER THE MOON 

Cot Cottrell-Boyce 

 

 The Tootings are struggling to find and collaborate with Chitty's 

builders, the Potts family, when a fiendish criminal kidnaps Little 

Harry and steals the magical car. 

 

 Series CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG TRILOGY Book 3 

 

 

J MILLIONS 

Cot Cottrell-Boyce 

 

 After their mother dies, two brothers find a huge amount of money 

which they must spend quickly before England switches to the new 

European currency, but they disagree on what to do with it. 

 

 

J TOP OF THE ORDER 

Coy Coy, John 

 

 Ten-year-old Jackson lives for baseball, but becomes distracted by 

the approach of middle school, his mother's latest boyfriend, and 

the presence of a girl--his good friend's sister--on his team. 

 

 Series 4 FOR 4 Book 1 

 

 

J THE CASTLE CORONA 

Cre Creech, Sharon 

 

 Two orphaned peasant children discover a mysterious pouch, the 

contents of which lead them to the majestic Castle Corona, where 

their lives may be transformed forever. 

 

 

J THE UNFINISHED ANGEL 

Cre Creech, Sharon 

 

 In a tiny village in the Swiss Alps, an angel meets an American 

girl named Zola who has come with her father to open a school, and 

together Zola and the angel rescue a group of homeless orphans, who 

gradually change everything. 

 

 

J BUD, NOT BUDDY 

Cur Curtis, Christopher Paul 

 

 Ten-year-old Bud, a motherless boy living in Flint, Michigan, 

during the Great Depression, escapes a bad foster home and sets out 

in search of the man he believes to be his father--the renowned 

bandleader, H.E. Calloway of Grand Rapids. 
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J THE MIGHTY MISS MALONE 

Cur Curtis, Christopher Paul 

 

 With love and determination befitting the "world's greatest 

family," twelve-year-old Deza Malone, her older brother Jimmie, and 

their parents endure tough times in Gary, Indiana, and later Flint, 

Michigan during the Great Depression. 

 

 

J THE BFG 

Dah Dahl, Roald 

 

 Kidsnatched from her orphanage by a BFG (Big Friendly Giant), who 

spends his life blowing happy dreams to children, Sophie concocts 

with him a plan to save the world from nine other man-gobbling 

cannybull giants. 

 

 

J THE CAT ATE MY GYMSUIT 

Dan Danziger, Paula 

 

 When the unconventional English teacher who helped her conquer many 

of her feelings in insecurity is fired, a junior high student uses 

her new found courage to campaign for the teacher's reinstatement. 

 

 

J EARTH TO MATTHEW 

Dan Danziger, Paula 

 

 Matthew Martin finds himself on the threshold of becoming a 

teenager in suburban America and experiences conflicting emotions 

regarding his future. 

 

 

J EVERYONE ELSE’S PARENTS SAID YES 

Dan Danziger, Paula 

 

 Matthew cannot resist the temptation to play practical jokes on his 

older sister and all the girls in his class at school, so by the 

time of the big party for his eleventh birthday they have all 

declared war on him. 

 

 

J MAKE LIKE A TREE AND LEAVE 

Dan Danziger, Paula 

 

 Sixth-grader Matthew gets into trouble at home and at school, spars 

with his older sister, and helps save an elderly friend's property 

from the hands of a developer. 
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J P.S. LONGER LETTER LATER 

Dan Danziger, Paula 

 

 Twelve-year-old best friends Elizabeth and Tara-Starr continue 

their friendship through letter-writing after Tara-Starr's family 

moves to another state. 

 

 

J THE DOOR IN THE WALL 

deA de Angeli, Marguerite 

 

 A crippled boy in fourteenth-century England proves his courage and 

earns recognition from the King. Ever since he can remember, Robin, 

son of Sir John de Bureford, has been told what is expected of him 

as the son of a nobleman. He must learn the ways of knighthood. But 

Robin's destiny is changed in one stroke: He falls ill and loses 

the use of his legs. Fearing a plague, his servants abandon him and 

Robin is left alone.. 

 

 

J FLORA & ULYSSES: THE ILLUMINATED ADVENTURES 

DiC DiCamillo, Kate 

 

 Rescuing a squirrel after an accident involving a vacuum cleaner, 

comic-reading cynic Flora Belle Buckman is astonished when the 

squirrel, Ulysses, demonstrates astonishing powers of strength and 

flight after being revived. 

 

 

J THE MAGICIAN’S ELEPHANT 

DiC DiCamillo, Kate 

 

 When ten-year-old orphan Peter Augustus Duchene encounters a 

fortune teller in the marketplace one day and she tells him that 

his sister, who is presumed dead, is in fact alive, he embarks on a 

remarkable series of adventures as he desperately tries to find 

her. 

 

 

J THE MIRACULOUS JOURNEY OF EDWARD TULANE 

DiC DiCamillo, Kate 

 

 Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves only 

himself until he is separated from the little girl who adores him 

and travels across the country, acquiring new owners and listening 

to their hopes, dreams, and histories. 
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J THE TALE OF DESPEREAUX: BEING THE STORY OF A MOUSE, A PRINCESS, 

SOME SOUP, AND A SPOOL OF THREAD 

DiC DiCamillo, Kate 

 

 The adventures of Despereaux Tilling, a small mouse of unusual 

talents, the princess that he loves, the servant girl who longs to 

be a princess, and a devious rat determined to bring them all to 

ruin. 

 

 

J THIMBLE SUMMER 

Enr Enrigt, Elizabeth 

 

 Unusal things begin to happen when a young girl finds a silver 

thimble. 

 

 

J GINGER PYE 

Est Estes, Eleanor 

 

 The disappearance of a new puppy named Ginger and the appearance of 

a mysterious man in a mustard yellow hat bring excitement into the 

lives of the Pye children. 

 

 

J HITTY: HER FIRST HUNDRED YEARS 

Fie Field, Rachel 

 

 When Phoebe Preble brings her special doll, Hitty, with her 

everywhere she goes, Hitty experiences wonderful adventures and 

makes a lot of new friends. 

 

 

J THE 13TH FLOOR: A GHOST STORY 

Fle Fleischman, Sid 

 

 When his older sister disappears, twelve-year-old Buddy Stebbins 

follows her back in time and finds himself aboard a seventeenth-

century pirate ship captained by a distant relative. 

 

 

J CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG 

Fle Flemming, Ian 

 

 Two children persuade their inventor father to purchase and restore 

an old car which turns out to have magical powers. 

 

 Series CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG Book 1 
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J OPERATION REDWOOD 

Fre French, S. Terrell 

 

 In northern California, Julian Carter-Li and his friends old and 

new fight to save a grove of redwoods from an investment company 

that plans to cut them down. 

 

 

J HEADS OR TAILS: STORIES FROM THE SIXTH GRADE 

Gan Gantos, Jack 

 

 Jack's diary helps him deal with his problems which include dog-eating 

alligators, a terror for an older sister, a younger brother who keeps 

breaking parts of himself, and next-door neighbors who are really weird. 

 

 

J JACK ADRIFT: FOURTH GRADE WITHOUT A CLUE 

Gan Gantos, Jack 

 

 When his father rejoins the Navy and moves the family to Cape 

Hatteras, North Carolina, ten-year-old Jack becomes confused by a 

crush on his teacher, contradictory advice from his parents, and a 

very strange neighbor. 

 

 

J FRIGHTFUL’S MOUNTAIN 

Geo George, Jena Craighead 

 

 As she grows through the first years of her life in the Catskill 

Mountains of New York, a peregrine falcon called Frightful 

interacts with various humans, including the boy who raised her, a 

falconer who rescues her, and several unscrupulous poachers, as 

well as with many animals that are part of the area's ecological 

balance. 

 

 

J JULIE 

Geo George, Jena Craighead 

 

 When Julie returns to her father's Eskimo village, she struggles to 

find a way to save her beloved wolves in a changing Arctic world 

and she falls in love with a young Siberian man. 

 

 Series JULIE Book 2 

 

 

J JULIE OF THE WOLVES 

Geo George, Jena Craighead 

 

 While running away from home and an unwanted marriage, a thirteen-

year-old Eskimo girl becomes lost on the North Slope of Alaska and 

is befriended by a wolf pack. 

 

 Series JULIE Book 1 
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J JULIE’S WOLF PACK 

Geo George, Jena Craighead 

 

 Continues the story of Julie and her wolves in which Kapu must 

protect his pack from famine and disease while uniting it under his 

new leadership. 

 

 Series JULIE Book 3 

 

 

J MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN 

Geo George, Jena Craighead 

 

 A young boy relates his adventures during the year he spends living 

alone in the Catskill Mountains including his struggle for 

survival, his dependence on nature, his animal friends, and his 

ultimate realization that he needs human companionship. 

 

 Series MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN Book 1 

 

 

J THE TALKING EARTH 

Geo George, Jena Craighead 

 

 Billie Wind ventures out alone into the Florida Everglades to test 

the legends of her Indian ancestors and learns the importance of 

listening to the earth's vital messages. 

 

 

J ELEVEN 

Gif Giff, Patricia Reilly 

 

 When Sam, who can barely read, discovers an old newspaper clipping 

just before his eleventh birthday, it brings forth memories from 

his past, and, with the help of a new friend at school and the 

castle they are building for a school project, his questions are 

eventually answered. 

 

 

J MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY OLYMPICS 

Gra Grabenstein, Chris 

 

 Mr. Lemoncello has invited teams from all across America to compete 

in the first ever LIBRARY OLYMPICS...but someone is trying to 

censor what the kids are reading. 

 

Series MR. LEMONCELLO Book 2 

 

 

J ACROSS THE WIDE AND LONESOME PRAIRIE: THE OREGON TRAIL DIARY OF 

HATTIE CAMPBELL, BOONEVILLE, MISSOURA, 1847 

Gre Gregory, Kristiana 

 

 In her diary, thirteen-year-old Hattie chronicles her family's 

arduous 1847 journey from Missouri to Oregon on the Oregon Trail. 
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J DEEP AND DARK AND DANGEROUS 

Hah Hahn, Mary Downing 

 

 When thirteen-year-old Ali spends the summer with her aunt and 

cousin at the family's vacation home, she stumbles upon a secret 

that her mother and aunt have been hiding for over thirty years. 

 

 

J THE GHOST OF CRUTCHFIELD HALL 

Hah Hahn, Mary Downing 

 

 In the nineteenth century, ten-year-old Florence Crutchfield leaves 

a London orphanage to live with her great-uncle, great-aunt, and 

sickly cousin James, but she soon realizes the home has another 

resident, who means to do her and James harm. 

 

 

J THE OLD WILLIS PLACE: A GHOST STORY 

Hah Hahn, Mary Downing 

 

 Tired of the rules that have bound them ever since "the bad thing 

happened," twelve-year-old Diana ignores her brother's warnings and 

befriends the daughter of the new caretaker, setting in motion 

events that lead to the release of the spirit of an evil, crazy 

woman who once ruled the old Willis place. 

 

 

J WAIT TILL HELEN COMES: A GHOST STORY 

Hah Hahn, Mary Downing 

 

 Molly and Michael dislike their spooky new stepsister Heather but 

realize that they must try to save her when she seems ready to 

follow a ghost child to her doom. 

 

 

J WITCH CATCHER 

Hah Hahn, Mary Downing 

 

 Having just moved into the West Virginia home they inherited from a 

distant relative, twelve-year-old Jen is surprised that her father 

is already dating a local antiques dealer, but more surprised by 

what the spooky woman really wants. 

 

 

J CHILD OF THE WOLVES 

Hal Hall, Elizabeth 

 

 Rather than be sold, Granite, a husky puppy, runs away into the 

Alaskan wilderness and is taken in by a wolf that has lost her 

pups. 
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SCIENCE FICTION  

J GEORGE’S COSMIC TREASURE HUNT 

Haw Hawking, Lucy and Stephen Hawking 

 

 George is heartbroken when his neighbor Annie and her space-

scientist father move to Florida, but when Annie sends him a secret 

message telling him she has been contacted by aliens with a 

terrible warning, he joins her in a galaxy-wide search for answers. 

Includes scientific essays on space travel. 

 

 

SCIENCE FICTION  

J GEORGE’S SECRET KEY TO THE UNIVERSE 

Haw Hawking, Lucy and Stephen Hawking 

 

 Follows the adventures of a young boy and his neighbor friend as 

they travel through a computer portal into outer space, where they 

explore such mysteries as black holes and the origins of the 

universe, while trying to evade an evil scientist. 

 

 

J PANDORA GETS ANGRY 

Hen Hennesy, Carolyn 

 

 As Pandy, Iole, and Homer travel to Baghdad to seek another deadly 

evil--rage--they face a lethal sandstorm and worse, while Alcie is 

aided by Persephone, the queen of the underworld. 

 

 Series MYTHIC MISADVENTURES Book 5 

 

 

J PANDORA GETS HEART 

Hen Hennesy, Carolyn 

 

 Pandy, Alcie, Iole, and Homer face many dangers as they make their 

way to the sacred Mount Ida in Phrygia to capture another deadly 

evil--lust. 

 

 Series MYTHIC MISADVENTURES Book 4 

 

 

J PANDORA GETS JEALOUS 

Hen Hennesy, Carolyn 

 

 Thirteen-year-old Pandy is hauled before Zeus and given six months 

to gather all of the evils that were released when the box she 

brought to school as her annual project was accidentally opened. 

 

 Series MYTHIC MISADVENTURES Book 1 
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J PANDORA GETS LAZY 

Hen Hennesy, Carolyn 

 

 On their way to find the third evil, laziness, Pandy and her 

friends, Alcie, Iole, and Homer, face many dangers after Pandy 

falls from Apollo's chariot and her friends are captured by pirates 

who intend to sell them into slavery. 

 

 Series MYTHIC MISADVENTURES Book 3 

 

 

J THE EMPTY CITY 

Hun Hunter, Erin 

 

 In the aftermath of the Big Growl that destroyed his city, a Lone 

Dog named Lucky must find a way to work with other dogs in order to 

survive in this frightening new world. 

 

 Series SURVIVORS Book 1 

 

 

J DEAR EMMA 

Hur Hurwitz, Johanna 

 

 In her letters to a Vermont friend, eighth grader Dossi, a Russian, 

Jewish immigrant living in the Lower East Side of New York City in 

1910, shares her thoughts about her new brother-in-law, the 

diphtheria epidemic, and the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire. 

 

 

J LLAMA IN THE LIBRARY 

Hur Hurwitz, Johanna 

 

 Fifth-grader Adam Fine thinks that his two llamas will be a hit at 

the grand reopening of the town's library. 

 

 

J THE GREAT GHOST RESCUE 

Ibb Ibbotson, Eva 

 

 A young English boy decides to establish a sanctuary for an 

assortment of ghosts when the homes they have haunted are replaced 

by highways and other modern "improvements.” 

 

 

J SMALL AS AN ELEPHANT 

Jac Jacobson, Jennifer Richard 

 

 Abandoned by his mother in an Acadia National Park campground, Jack 

tries to make his way back to Boston before anyone figures out what 

is going on, with only a small toy elephant for company. 
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J I AM REGINA 

Kee Keehn, Sally M. 

 

 In 1755, as the French and Indian War begins, ten-year-old Regina 

is kidnapped by Indians in western Pennsylvania, and she must 

struggle to hold onto memories of her earlier life as she grows up 

under the name of Tskinnak and starts to become Indian herself. 

 

 

J DYING TO MEET YOU 

Kli Klise, Kate 

 

 In this story told mostly through letters, children's book author, 

I.B. Grumply, gets more than he bargained for when he rents a quiet 

place to write for the summer. 

 

 Series 43 OLD CEMETERY ROAD Book 1 

 

 

J OVER MY DEAD BODY 

Kli Klise, Kate 

 

 In this story told mostly through letters, busybody Dick Tater 

tries to ban Halloween and ghost stories, as well as to break up 

the popular writing team of I. B. Grumply, ghost Olive C. Spence, 

and eleven-year-old illustrator Seymour Hope. 

 

 Series 43 OLD CEMETERY ROAD Book 2 

 

 

J REGARDING THE BEES: A LESSON, IN LETTERS, ON HONEY, DATING, AND 

OTHER STICKY SUBJECTS 

Kli Klise, Kate 

 

 The seventh graders at Geyser Creek Middle School are preparing for 

a spelling bee and a horrible standardized test called the BEE, and 

try to smuggle their mascot--a bee that spells--into the local 

spelling competition. 

 

 Series REGARDING THE … Book 5 

 

 

J TILL DEATH DO US BARK 

Kli Klise, Kate 

 

 In this story told mostly through letters, Noah Breth's feuding 

children come to Ghastly, Illinois, to follow a trail of limericks 

to their inheritance, while Seymour tries to convince Iggy and 

Olive to let him keep Mr. Breth's dog. 

 

 Series 43 OLD CEMETERY ROAD Book 3 
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J THE VIEW FROM SATURDAY 

Kon Konigsburg, E. L. 

 

 Four students, with their own individual stories, develop a special 

bond and attract the attention of their teacher, a paraplegic, who 

chooses them to represent their sixth-grade class in the Academic 

Bowl competition. 

 

 

J ONION JOHN 

Kru Krumgold, Joseph 

 

 His friendship with the town odd-jobs man, Onion John, causes a 

conflict between Andy and his father. 

 

 

J INSIDE OUT & BACK AGAIN 

Lai Lai, Thanhha 

 

 Through a series of poems, a young girl chronicles the life-

changing year of 1975, when she, her mother, and her brothers leave 

Vietnam and resettle in Alabama. 

 

 

J SAVVY 

Law Law, Ingrid 

 

 Recounts the adventures of Mibs Beaumont, whose thirteenth birthday 

has revealed her "savvy"--a magical power unique to each member of 

her family--just as her father is injured in a terrible accident. 

 

 

J MR. REVERE AND I … SET DOWN AND EMBELLISHED WITH NUMEROUS DRAWINGS 

Law Lawson, Robert 

 

 A horse tells how he helped Paul Revere become a hero of the 

American Revolutionary War. 

 

 

J WILD WINGS 

Lew Lewis, Gill 

 

 Callum becomes friends with Iona, a practically feral classmate who 

has discovered an osprey, an endangered species in Scotland, on 

Callum's family farm, and they eventually share the secret with 

others, including Jeneba who encounters the same bird at her home 

in Gambia. 
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J THE STORY OF DOCTOR DOLITTLE: BEING THE HISTORY OF HIS PECULIAR 

LIFE AT HOME AND ASTONISHING ADVENTURES IN FOREIGN PARTS NEVER 

BEFORE PRINTED  

Lof Lofting, Hugh 

 

 Presents the adventures of a kind-hearted doctor, who is fond of 

animals and understands their language, as he travels to Africa 

with some of his favorite pets to cure the monkeys of a terrible 

sickness. 

 

 

J BIRTHDAY BALL 

Low Lowry, Lois 

 

 When a bored Princess Patricia Priscilla makes her chambermaid 

switch identities with her so she can attend the village school, 

her attitude changes and she plans a new way to celebrate her 

sixteenth birthday. 

 

 

J NUMBER THE STARS 

Low Lowry, Lois 

 

 n 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old 

Annemarie learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps 

shelter her Jewish friend from the. 

 

 

J STAY!: KEEPER’S STORY 

Low Lowry, Lois 

 

 Separated early in life from his mother and siblings, Keeper tells 

of his adventures with various human masters and his continual 

search for his little sister. 

 

 

J THE WILLOUGHBYS 

Low Lowry, Lois 

 

 In this tongue-in-cheek take on classic themes in children's 

literature, the four Willoughby children set about to become 

"deserving orphans" after their neglectful parents embark on a 

treacherous around-the-world adventure, leaving them in the care of 

an odious nanny. 

 

 

SCIENCE FICTION  

J PI IN THE SKY  

Mas Mass, Wendy  

 

 Joss, the seventh son of the Supreme Overlord of the Universe, must 

team up with a human girl to re-create Earth, when the planet is 

accidentally erased from existence. 
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J LUV YA BUNCHES  

Myr Myracle, Lauren  

 

 Four friends--each named after a flower--navigate the ups and downs 

of fifth grade, in a story told through text messages, blog posts, 

screenplay, and straight narrative. 

 

 

J OOPSY DAISY: A FLOWER POWER BOOK  

Myr Myracle, Lauren  

 

 The Flower Power girls plot to bring two of their teachers together 

in a matchmaking scheme at their school's "Kids Night In. 

 

 

J TWELVE  

Myr Myracle, Lauren  

 

 Winnie relates the events of her twelfth year and the many changes 

in her relationships and in her attitude toward growing up. 

 

 

J STANDING IN THE LIGHT: THE CAPTIVE DIARY OF CATHERINE CAREY LOGAN, 

DELAWARE VALLEY, PENNSYLVANIA, 1763  

Osb Osborne, Mary Pope  

 

 A Quaker girl's diary reflects her experiences growing up in the 

Delaware River Valley of Pennsylvania and her capture by Lenape 

Indians in 1763. 

 

 

J CHASING NORMAL  

Pap Papademetriou, Lisa  

 

 When her mean, grouchy grandmother in Texas has a heart attack and 

she and father go to help, twelve-year-old Mieka meets her cousins' 

family and wishes for their "normal" type of life. 

 

 

J THE GRADUATION OF JAKE MOON  

Par Park, Barbara   

 

 Fourteen-year-old Jake recalls how he has spent the last four years 

of his life watching his grandfather descend slowly but surely into 

the horrors of Alzheimer's disease. 

 

 

J KEEPING SCORE  

Par Park, Linda Sue  

 

 In Brooklyn in 1951, a die-hard Giants fan teaches nine-year-old 

Maggie, who is a "Bums" (Dodgers) fan, how to use a technique to 

keep score of a baseball game which creates a special friendship 

between them. 
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J A SINGLE SHARD  

Par Park, Linda Sue  

 

 Tree-ear, a thirteen-year-old orphan in medieval Korea, lives under 

a bridge in a potters' village, and longs to learn how to throw the 

delicate celadon ceramics himself. 

 

 

J PARK’S QUEST  

Pat Paterskon, Katherine  

 

 Eleven-year-old Park makes some startling discoveries when he 

travels to his grandfather's farm in Virginia to learn about his 

father who died in the Vietnam War. 

 

 

J THE BOY WHO OWNED THE SCHOOL A COMEDY OF LOVE  

Pau Paulsen, Gary  

 

 Jacob Freisten, often in a fog, tries to ease through high school 

unnoticed; but a beautiful classmate takes notice of him and his 

life begins to change. 

 

 

J MR. TUCKET  

Pau Paulsen, Gary  

 

 In 1848, while on a wagon train headed for Oregon, fourteen-year-

old Francis Tucket is kidnapped by Pawnee Indians and then falls in 

with a one-armed trapper who teaches him how to live in the wild. 

 

 

J TUCKET’S GOLD  

Pau Paulsen, Gary  

 

 Fifteen-year-old Francis and the two children he has adopted travel 

across the Old West, evade Comancheros, discover a treasure, and 

wind up rich beyond their wildest dreams. 

 

 

J TUCKET’S RIDE 

Pau Paulsen, Gary  

 

 When fifteen-year-old Francis and two younger children lose their 

way in the wilderness of the Southwest, they face capture at the 

hands of dangerous men. 

 

 

J THE WINTER RIDE  

Pau Paulsen, Gary  

 

 A young boy growing up on a northern Minnesota farm describes the 

scenes around him and recounts his old Norwegian uncle's tales of 

an almost mythological logging past. 
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J THE DREADFUL FUTURE OF BLOSSOM CULP  

Pec Peck, Richard  

 

 Blossom, not the most popular member of her freshman class in 1914, 

travels ahead seventy years, and returns in time to make Halloween 

a memorable night for her classmates and teachers. 

 

 

J THE RETURN OF THE INDIAN  

Rei Reid Banks, Lynne 

 

 A year after he sends his Indian friend, Little Bear, back into the 

magic cupboard, Omri decides to bring him back only to find that he 

is close to death and in need of help. 

 

 Series INDIAN AND HIS MAGIC CUPBOARD Book #2 

 

 

J THE BOY WHO SAVED BASEBALL  

Rit Ritter, John H. 

 

 The fate of a small California town rests on the outcome of one 

baseball game, and Tom Gallagher hopes to lead his team to victory 

with the secrets of the now disgraced player, Dante Del Gat. 

 

 

J THE GIRL WITH THE SILVER EYES  

Rob Roberts, Willo Davis 

 

 A 10-year-old girl, who has always looked different from other 

children, discovers that she not only has unusual powers but that 

there are others like her. 

 

 

J THE CURSE OF THE CHOCOLATE PHOENIX: A COMPANION TO THE WHIZZ POP 

CHOCOLATE SHOP  

Sau Saunders, Kate 

 

 Eight-year-old twins Oz and Lily are on a top secret mission to 

stop Alba the witch, who is plotting to use a magical chocolate 

phoenix for evil purposes, and aided by an army of rats and an 

unreliable talking cat, they pursue her not only across London but 

through time itself. 

 

 

J THE SURGE  

Smi Smith, Roland  

 

 After barely surviving a terrifying hurricane, Chase and his 

friends Nicole and Rashawn have made it to the safety of Nicole's 

family farm, which is also the winter home of the Rossi Brothers 

Circus, where flood waters are rising and dangerous circus animals 

are on the loose. 

 

 Series STORM RUNNERS Book 2 
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J THE SASQUATCH  

Smi Smith, Roland  

 

 Thirteen-year-old Dylan follows his father into the woods on the 

slopes of Mount St. Helens, which is on the brink of another 

eruption, in an attempt to protect the resident Sasquatch from 

ruthless hunters. 

 

 

J THE GYPSY GAME  

Sny Snyder, Zilpha Keatley  

 

 Six imaginative schoolmates embark on a game in which they pretend 

to be gypsies, but when one of the boys runs away and takes up with 

a group of homeless people, the game threatens to become all too 

real. 

 

 

J THE BRONZE BOW  

Spe Spear, Elizabeth George 

 

 When the Romans brutally kill Daniel bar Jamin's father, the young 

Palestinian searches for a leader to drive them out, but comes to 

realize that love may be a more powerful weapon than hate. Set in 

Galilee in the time of Jesus, this story tells of a young Jewish 

rebel who is won over to the gentle teachings of Jesus. "A 

dramatic, deeply felt narrative whose characters and message will 

long be remembered. 

 

 

J EGGS  

Spi Spinelli, Jerry  

 

 Mourning the loss of his mother, nine-year-old David forms an 

unlikely friendship with independent, quirky thirteen-year-old 

Primrose, as the two help each other deal with what is missing in 

their lives. 

 

 

J LOSER  

Spi Spinelli, Jerry  

 

 Even though his classmates from first grade on have considered him 

strange and a loser, Donald Zinkoff's optimism and exuberance and 

the support of his loving family do not allow him to feel that way 

about himself. 

 

 

J REPORT TO THE PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE  

Spi Spinelli, Jerry  

 

 Four totally different kids have only one thing in common--they're 

all about to report to the principal's office. 
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J WRINGER  

Spi Spinelli, Jerry  

 

 As Palmer comes of age, he must either accept the violence of being 

a wringer at his town's annual Pigeon Day or find the courage to 

oppose it. 

 

 

J SPELLBINDER  

Str Stringer, Helen  

 

 Twelve-year-old Belladonna Johnson, who lives with the ghosts of 

her parents in the north of England, teams up with an always-in-

trouble classmate to investigate why all of the ghosts in the world 

have suddenly disappeared. 

 

 

J MOON OVER MANIFEST  

Van Vanderpool, Clare  

 

 Twelve-year-old Abilene Tucker is the daughter of a drifter who, in 

the summer of 1936, sends her to stay with an old friend in 

Manifest, Kansas, where he grew up, and where she hopes to find out 

some things about his past. 

 

 

J ON THE BLUE COMET  

Wel Wells, Rosemary  

 

 When the Depression hits in Cairo, Illinois, and Oscar Ogilvie's 

father must sell their home and vast model train set-up to look for 

work in California, eleven-year-old Oscar is left with his dour 

aunt, where he befriends a mysterious drifter, witnesses a stunning 

bank robbery, and is suddenly catapulted onto a train that takes 

him to a different time and place. 

 

 

J LOVE, RUBY LAVENDER  

Wel Wells, Rosemary  

 

 When her quirky grandmother goes to Hawaii for the summer, nine-

year-old Ruby learns to survive on her own in Mississippi by 

writing letters, befriending chickens as well as the new girl in 

town, and finally coping with her grandfather's death. 

 

 

SCIENCE FICTION  

J TRAIL OF BONES  

Wil Williams, Mark London  

 

 Time travelers Eli and Thea arrive in Missouri in 1804, where they meet 

Thomas Jefferson and other famous people, then Eli joins the Corps of 

Discovery, hoping to find Clyne so that the three friends can return to 

the Fifth Dimension. 

 

Series DANGER BOY Book #2 
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J CANDYFLOSS  

Wil Wilson, Jacqueline  

 

 When her mother plans to move to Australia with her new husband and 

baby, Floss must decide whether her loyalties lie with her mother 

or her father, while at the same time, her best friend begins to 

make fun of her and reject her. 

 

 

J SHADOW OF A BULL  

Woj Wojciechowska, Maia  

 

 Manolo Olivar has to make a decision: to follow in his famous 

father's shadow and become a bullfighter, or to follow his heart 

and become a doctor. 

 

 

J THE JOURNAL OF WONG MING-CHUNG: A CHINESE MINER 

Yep Yep, Laurence 

 

 A young Chinese boy nicknamed Runt records his experiences in a 

journal as he travels from southern China to California in 1852 to 

join his uncle during the Gold Rush. 

 

 

J TRASH MOUNTAIN 

Yol Yolen, Jane 

 

 When the gray squirrels kill his parents, a young red squirrel vows 

revenge, finding unlikely allies in the rats and gulls of Trash 

Mountain. 

 

 

J BAKER’S MAGIC 

Zah Zahler, Diane 

 

 Bee is an orphan in the poor kingdom of Aradyn, and when she is 

caught stealing a bun from a bakery, the lonely baker offers to 

take her on as an apprentice--but when she meets Princess Anika, 

and the evil mage Joris who is her "guardian" she embarks on a 

journey to save Anika, and restore the kingdom its rightful ruler. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


